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Executive summary 
This document is a deliverable of the ECOFACT project, funded by the European 
Commission’s Directorate-General for Research and Innovation (DG RTD), under the 
Horizon 2020 Research and innovation Program (H2020). It is a public report presenting 
the initial design of the ECOFACT data model. The data model documents and organizes 
data, how it is stored and accessed, and the relationships among different types of data. 
The model may be abstract or concrete, but always shows off the entities and their 
relations, attempting to keep the model independent from any specific uses or 
technology constraints. 

The deliverable, after presenting an overview of some available standards for data 
model design analysed, presents the initial design of the ECOFACT Data Model. The 
methodology for the data model design considers the efforts performed in WP3 (Energy 
and Resource Management System - ERMS) and WP4 (Dynamic Life-Cycle 
Assessment/Life-Cycle Cost Analysis - LCA/LCC) to define the data exchange flow among 
the software modules in each WP, as well the efforts in WP2 (Edge Control Layer) to 
define the name of exchanged messages for being used in the Edge Control Layer and 
in the ECOFACT platform. This exercise has led to the derivation of a number of entities, 
which led to the cornerstone of the ECOFACT Data Model. 

The ECOFACT Data Model is a set of concepts and categories in the subject area or 
domain of Industry and Energy that possesses the properties and relations between 
them. As an ontology, the ECOFACT Data Model, consists of individuals, classes, 
attributes and relationships. Individuals are instances of objects. Classes represent a set 
of collections of objects. Attributes are the properties that an object may have. 
Relationships refer to the ways in which entities can be related to one another. The 
ECOFACT Data Model is evaluated against Smart Applications REFerence (SAREF) in 
terms of compliance and especially by complying with the fitted extension of SAREF for 
the industry and manufacturing domain, the SAREF4INMA. 

The main outcome of the ECOFACT Data Model is an Entity Relationship (ER) Diagram 
that illustrates how entities relate one another. This diagram provides an abstract 
visualization from a relational database schema that can be used for the ECOFACT 
hosting database (Common Data and Knowledge Repository). An Application 
Programming Interface (API) will be implemented to give access to those data, using the 
same data model for communication. 

This is the outcome of the work done in Task 5.2. The data model design delivered in 
this document will be used by the other WP5 tasks, but also WP2, WP3, WP4 tasks, in 
order to develop the communication among the platform’s components and the data 
storage facilities, to be delivered until the end of the project. 
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1 Introduction 
This deliverable documents the results of the first activities taken in Task 5.2 - APIs 
configuration and interoperable communication between platform modules. The objective 
of this document is to provide the ECOFACT Data Model as starting point for the 
communication of the platform modules. An updated version of the data model, with 
some refinements derived from the practice learnt during the various modules 
implementation and their integration under the ECOFACT platform, will be released in 
deliverable D5.3 that deals with the ECOFACT APIs for enabled service communication 
and the D5.7 and D5.8, which will report the fine tuning of the ECOFACT platform. 

Initially the deliverable introduces an analysis of the state of the art in terms of data 
models. Then, the deliverable describes the methodology followed, which considers the 
efforts performed in WP3 (Energy and Resource Management System - ERMS) and WP4 
(Dynamic Life-Cycle Assessment/Life-Cycle Cost Analysis - LCA/LCC) to define the data 
exchange flow among the software modules in each WP, as well the efforts in WP2 
(Edge Control Layer) to define the name of exchanged messages for being used in the 
Edge Control Layer and in the ECOFACT platform. This exercise has led to the derivation 
of a number of entities, which led to the cornerstone of the ECOFACT Data Model. 

Based on the analysis done, then the deliverable presents the data model, specifying all 
the necessary individuals, classes, attributes and relationships. 

Finally, since the ECOFACT platform should be designed and developed in an 
interoperable manner, so as to interact and integrate the solutions developed in the 
other systems and project, a mapping to SAREF ontology and more specifically the 
extension of SAREF for the industry and manufacturing domain, the SAREF4INMA, is 
attempted. This can be the first step towards the SAREFisation of the ECOFACT platform, 
if and when this is required (to be investigated depending on the needs of the ECOFACT 
scenarios, demonstrators and next steps). 

 

 Structure of the deliverable 1.1
This document is structured as follows:  

 Section 2 presents the results of the analysis done about available data models; 
 Section 3 describes the methodology followed to design the data model; 
 Sections 5 introduces the ECOFACT data model and the associated individuals, 

classes, attributes and relationships; 
 Section 6 describes the mapping of the ECOFACT data model with standard data 

models and more specifically, the SAREF ontology and the extension of SAREF for 
the industry and manufacturing domain, the SAREF4INMA; 

 Section 7 depicts the authors conclusion. 
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 Relevant documents 1.2
The next table indicates the relevant documents related with the ECOFACT platform 
architecture definition and also the interconnection among the different components of 
ECOFACT developed in WP2 (Edge Control Layer), WP3 (Energy and Resource 
Management System - ERMS) and WP4 (Dynamic Life-Cycle Assessment/Life-Cycle Cost 
Analysis - LCA/LCC). 

Table 1: Relevant related documents 

D5.1 ECOFACT platform architecture and common IT framework 
D5.3 Report on ECOFACT APIs for enabled service communication 
D5.7 Follow up of the ECOFACT development process and fine tuning. Interim report 
D5.8 Follow up of the ECOFACT development process and fine tuning. Final report 
D2.3  Communication interfaces for field interoperability 
D2.4  Data acquisition system for edge interoperability 
D3.7 Digital Twin platform component specification and functional manual 
D4.1  Mapping of data sources for dynamic LCA/LCCA  
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2 Analysis of state-of-the-art data models 
This section presents an overview of existing data models that can be used to define the 
unified ECOFACT Data Model. The solutions presented in this section will be furtherly 
investigated, leveraged and extended in Task 5.2 to produce the final Common Data 
Model that will be able to integrate the heterogenous data integrated in the different 
demo sites. Part of this SOTA content was already included in D5.1, but since D5.1 is a 
confidential document (not because of this SOTA content but for other sections of the 
D5.1 document) the SAREF ontology and the extension SAREF4ENER are included again 
in D5.2 for having a self-explanatory document, while upgrading the content with 
additional SAREF extensions (SAREF4BLDG, SAREF4INMA). 

Smart Applications REFerence - SAREF1 

The Smart Applications REFerence (SAREF ontology is a shared model of consensus that 
facilitates the matching of existing assets in the smart applications domain. 

SAREF is intended to enable interoperability between solutions from different providers 
and among various activity sectors in the Internet of Things (IoT), thus contributing to 
the development of the global digital market. 

Figure 1 shows an overview of the main classes of SAREF and their relationships. 

 
Figure 1 - Overview of the SAREF ontology 

Device: SAREF focuses on the concept of device, which is defined as a tangible object 
designed to accomplish a particular task in households, common public buildings or 
offices. In order to accomplish this task, the device performs one or more functions. 

Function: A function is defined as "the functionality necessary to accomplish the task 
for which a device is designed". Examples of functions are saref:ActuatingFunction, 
saref:SensingFunction, saref:MeteringFunction and saref:EventFunction. 

                                                   
1 https://saref.etsi.org/ 
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Command: A saref:Function shall have at least one command associated to it 
(saref:hasCommand min 1 saref:Command). 

State: Depending on the function(s) it performs, a device can be found in a 
corresponding saref:State. 

Service: A device offers a service (the saref:Service class), which is a representation of a 
function to a network that makes this function discoverable, registerable and remotely 
controllable by other devices in the network. 

Profile: A profile is a specification associated to a device to collect information about a 
certain property or commodity (e.g., energy or water) for optimizing its usage in the 
home/building in which the device is located. 

Measurement, Property and Unit of Measure: The classes saref:Measurement, 
saref:Property and saref:UnitOfMeasure allow to relate different measurements from a 
given device for different properties measured in different units. 

 

SAREF4ENER1 

SAREF4ENER is an extension of SAREF for the energy domain created in collaboration 
with Energy@Home2 and EEBus3 associations. 

An overview of the SAREF4ENER ontology is provided in Figure 2, where rectangles 
containing an orange circle are used to denote classes created in SAREF4ENER, while 
rectangles containing a faded orange circle denote classes reused from other 
ontologies, such as SAREF. 

                                                   
1 https://saref.etsi.org/saref4ener/v1.1.2/ 

2 http://www.energy-home.it/SitePages/Home.aspx 

3 https://www.eebus.org/ 
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Figure 2 - SAREF4ENER overview
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Device: A s4ener:Device is a subclass of a saref:Device, i.e. it inherits the properties of 
the more general saref:Device and extends it with additional properties that are specific 
for SAREF4ENER. 

Power Profile and Alternatives Group: This clause presents the classes of interest for 
smart energy management. These classes are used to schedule devices in certain 
modes and preferred times using power profiles to optimize energy efficiency and 
accommodate the customer's preferences. 

Power Sequence: The s4ener:AlternativesGroup consists of one or more power 
sequences. 

Slot: The s4ener:PowerSequence consists of one or more slots (s4ener:Slot class) and, 
inversely, a s4ener:Slot belongs to only and exactly one s4ener:PowerSequence. 

Load control: This clause presents the part of SAREF4ENER that defines how to model 
events used in, for example, a direct load management and power curtailing scenarios. 

      

SAREF4BLDG1 

SAREF4BLDG is an extension of the SAREF ontology that was created based on the 
Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) standard for building information. It focuses on 
extending the SAREF ontology to include those devices defined by the IFC version 4 - 
Addendum 1 and to enable the representation of such devices and other physical 
objects in building spaces. 

 

 
Figure 3: SAREF4BLDG overview 

 

                                                   
1 https://saref.etsi.org/saref4bldg/v1.1.2/ 
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Building: A building represents a structure that provides shelter for its occupants or 
contents and stands in one place. The building is also used to provide a basic element 
within the spatial structure hierarchy for the components of a building project (together 
with site, storey, and space). 

Building device: A tangible object designed to accomplish a particular task in a 
building. It is defined as a subclass of both saref:Device and s4bldg:BuildingObject. This 
class is a candidate for replacing the saref:BuildingRelated class. 

Building object: An object in the building that can be controlled by devices, such as a 
door or a window that can be automatically opened or closed by an actuator. 

Building space: An entity used to define the physical spaces of the building. A building 
space contains devices or building objects. 

Physical object: Any Object that has a proper space region.  

As it can be observed the classes s4bldg:Building, s4bldg:BuildingSpace and 
s4bldg:PhysicalObject have been declared as subclasses of the class geo:SpatialThing in 
order to reuse the conceptualization for locations already proposed by the geo 
ontology. The modelling of building objects and building spaces has been adapted from 
the SAREF ontology. In this sense, the new classes deprecate the saref:BuildingObject 
and saref:BuildingSpace classes. In addition, a new class has been created, the 
s4bldg:Building class, to represent buildings. 

SAREF4BLDG extends SAREF with 72 classes (67 defined in SAREF4BLDG and 5 reused 
from the SAREF and geo ontologies), 179 object properties (177 defined in SAREF4BLDG 
and 2 reused from the SAREF and geo ontologies), and 83 data type properties (82 
defined in SAREF4BLDG and 1 reused from the SAREF ontology).  Further information 
and class details can be found at https://saref.etsi.org/saref4bldg/v1.1.2/ 

 

SAREF4INMA1 

SAREF4INMA focuses on extending SAREF for the industry and manufacturing domain to 
solve the lack of interoperability between various types of production equipment that 
produce items in a factory and, once outside the factory, between different 
organizations in the value chain to uniquely track back the produced items to the 
corresponding production equipment, batches, material and precise time in which they 
were manufactured. It directly reuses a number of classes from the SAREF ontology and 
the SAREF4BLDG extension. 

 

                                                   
1 https://saref.etsi.org/saref4inma/v1.1.2/ 

https://saref.etsi.org/saref4bldg/v1.1.2/
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Figure 4: SAREF4INMA overview 

 

Area: A subclass of s4bldg:BuildingSpace used to define the physical spaces of the 
building. According to IEC 62264, areas are physical, geographical or logical groupings of 
resources determined by the site. A site can be divided in areas, whereas areas contain 
work centers. 

Batch: A uniform collection of tangible objects or Lot. This can either be a collection of 
produced items (i.e. the outflow of products) or a collection of raw material or required 
material (i.e. the inflow of products). It is assumed that the objects in a batch are similar 
and thus have shared attributes.  

Factory: A subclass of s4bldg:Building specialized for the purpose of SAREF4INMA, a 
factory represents one or more organizations sharing a definit mission, goals and 
objectives which provides an output such as a product. A factory can be divided in one 
or multiple sites. 

Item: A tangible object which can be unique identified. An item product can be the 
result of the organization's production process or can be uniquely identifiable material . 
Each item is part of exactly one ItemBatch, whereas each ItemBatch contains only Items 
which have similar properties. An item can consists of multiple Batches and other Items. 

Item Batch: A uniform collection of tangible objects which are relevant for the 
prodcution process. The ItemBatch consists of a set of objects with similar properties. 
The difference between ItemBatch and MaterialBatch is that individual items can be 
traced in a ItemBatch, whereas this is not possible in a MaterialBatch, meaning that, for 
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example, it is possible to trace the individual metal sheet used in a ItemBatch. This 
implies that the objects in an ItemBatch have an unique identifier. 

Item category: An ItemCategory describes a single type of item in terms of its static 
properties. Each ItemCategory can have multiple related ItemBatches, which all contain 
individual Items. The essential properties of each Item in all ItemBatches are the same. 
However, each batch might use different MaterialBatches and/or different 
ProductionEquipment. Therefore, small deviations between batches might occur, while 
the essential properties of all Items related to an ItemCategory are similar. 

ProductionEquipment: A production equipment is a specialization of a saref:Device 
and s4bldg:PhysicalObject that can produce items in a manufacturing process. This 
class represents an individual production equipment device and includes their 
specification in terms of functions, states and services. Different types of machines can 
be defined under this class as needed, for example, LaserCuttingMachine, 
MillingMachine, MouldingMachine, WeldingMachine, etc. 

Production equipment category: A ProductionEquipmentCategory represents a 
certain type of production equipment, which is generally static over time. More 
concretely, the ProductionEquipmentCategory represents a certain model and brand of 
a production equipment. Each ProductionEquipmentCategory can have multiple related 
ProductionEquipment, which represent the actual individual machines. Moreover, each 
ItemCategory can be produced by multiple ProductionEquipmentCategories. 

Production equipment function:  Functionallity neccessary to accomplish the task for 
which a production equipment is designed. 

Site: A subclass of s4bldg:BuildingSpace used to define the physical spaces of the 
building. According to IEC 62264, sites are identified physical, geographical, and/or 
logical component groupings of a manufacturing enterprise. A factory can be divided in 
sites, whereas sites can be divided areas. 
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3 Methodology 
This section resumes the methodology used to define the ECOFACT unified data model. 

The first step is the definition of the data exchange flows in WP3 and WP4 to identify, 
define and formalize the data exchanged between the ECOFACT relevant components 
(Section 4). 

The second step is the analysis of the data to be collected as this is derived by the data 
exchange data flows, in order to derive the name of exchanged messages for being 
used in the Edge Control Layer in WP2 and in the ECOFACT platform (Section 4). This 
exercise has led to the derivation of a number of classes, that will be the cornerstone of 
the ECOFACT Data Model. 

The third step is to take the derived classes and detail and extend them to provide the 
ECOFACT Data Model (Section 5). As we will see in Section 5, in order to design the data 
model, we followed the approach of defining the hierarchical structure of a potential 
database schema based on the data collected (WP3, WP4) and the main classes derived 
(WP2). The database schema fundamentally determines in which manner data can be 
stored, organized and manipulated and thus, it fits naturally to the definition of the 
ECOFACT Data Model. 

The fourth step is to compare the so far derived ECOFACT Data Model with the existing 
data models presented in Section 2, and mainly with the one that fits better in terms of 
classes with the ECOFACT Data Model (Section 6). This step allows us to understand how 
an existing ontology can be used as the standard ECOFACT Data Model. 

 

 
Figure 5: Data Model Design Methodology 
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4 Data Exchange Flows and Data Inventory 
As discussed before, the methodology followed by T5.2 has been based on the efforts 
taking place in parallel in WP3 and WP4 to identify, define and formalize the data 
exchange flow between the ECOFACT relevant components. 

Figure 6 illustrates an excerpt from the excel file that is used to collect the data 
exchange flow requirements in WP3 (ERMS). In this file, each component is described in 
terms of its requirements for data exchange per ECOFACT pilot site (Athenian Brewery, 
ARCELIK, GULLON, TOFAS). More specifically, each component is described in terms of: 

 

Table 2: Data collected to describe the data exchange flow in WP3 

Name Description 

TOOL name of the tool 

OWNER partner owning the tool 

DATA name the type of data  

SPECIFIC DATA name the specific data 

DESCRIPTION description of the data 

INPUT / OUTPUT if the data considered is in input or output of the considered tool 

FROM WP… if in input, from which WP 

ORIGINAL DATA SOURCE from where the data will be gathered 

DATA UNIT specific unit for the data 

DATA FORMAT data format standard 

FREQUENCY 
which is the incoming/outcoming data-flow frequency requested for 

these data in input/output 

RETENTION how long does these data need to be retained? 

DATA STRUCTURE DETAIL which is the detailed structure of the data? 

DIGITAL TWIN OBJECT 
REFERENCE to which part of the digital twin do these data refer? 

DATA-FLOW do these data need to be provided in a continuous or a discrete way? 

TRIGGER which is the trigger that will start data flow, if any? 
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Figure 6: Excerpt from Data Exchange Flow in WP3 
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Figure 8 depicts an excerpt from the excel file that is used to collect the data exchange 
flow requirements in WP4 (Dynamic LCA/LCC). In this file, each component is described 
in terms of its requirements for data exchange per  ECOFACT pilot site (Athenian 
Brewery, ARCELIK, GULLON, TOFAS). More specifically, each component is described in 
terms of: 

 

Table 3: Data collected to describe the data exchange flow in WP4 

Name Description 

WP DATA REQUEST name of WP that requests the data 

COMPONENT name of the tool 

TYPE OF DATA name the type of data 

SPECIFIC DATA name the specific data 

UNIT USED IN THE DATA 
SOURCE specific unit for the data 

UPDATE FREQUENCY which is the incoming data-flow frequency requested for this data in 
input 

ORIGINAL DATA SOURCE from where the data will be gathered 

MECHANISM TO OBTAIN 
DATA FROM DEMO in input, from which mechanism from which WP 

RESPONSIBLE PARTNER partner responsible for obtaining the data 

 

On the other side, Figure 7 describes the outputs of the main components in WP4, 
namely the outputs of the SimaPro, which performs the Dynamic Life-Cycle 
Assessment/Life-Cycle Cost Analysis - LCA/LCC, in order to evaluate the environmental 
impact and the sustainability of the current systems and their enhancements through 
the ECOFACT plarform. 
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Figure 7: Excerpt from WP4 components outputs (SimaPro) 
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Figure 8: Excerpt from Data Exchange Flow in WP4 
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In WP2 (Edge Control Layer), the authors have analyzed the data exchange flows from 
WP3 and WP4 per pilot site, in order to derive the name of exchanged messages for 
being used in the Edge Control Layer and in the ECOFACT platform. Figure 9 illustrates 
an excerpt from the excel file that is used for naming the message in WP2. In this file, 
each measured parameter per pilot site concludes to a naming message by 
concatenating abbreviations coming from the name of variable, the name of the factory, 
the line, the device, etc. More specifically, each measured parameter is described in 
terms of: 

 

Table 4: Data inventory in WP2 and main classes involved 

Name Description 

TYPE OF DATA name the type of data  

NAME OF VARIABLE name the variable 

SOURCE from where the data will be gathered 

FACTORY NAME name the factory 

BUILDING/PLANT name the building/plant 

LINE name the line 

SYSTEM name the system 

RENAME 
name the variable after renaming to give a shorter but representative 

name identifier 

FLOOR name the floor 

DEVICE name the device 

UNITS specific unit for the data 

NAME name of message (according to the agreed nomenclature) 

 

This exercise has led to the derivation of a number of classes, that led to the 
cornerstone of the ECOFACT Data Model. 

These classes are: Factory, Building, Line, System and Subsystem, Floor, Device, 
Variable. 
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Figure 9: Excerpt from Data Inventory in WP2 
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5 Data Model design process and ECOFACT Data Model 
Having analysed the derived classes in WP2, we concluded extending the existing 
approach, to a more conceptually accepted approach. Thus, the proposed data model 
determines the hierarchical structure of a potential database schema. It fundamentally 
determines in which manner data can be stored, organised and manipulated. The 
optimal structure depends on the needs of the application's data, and on the 
application's requirements, which include transaction rate, reliability, maintainability, 
scalability, and cost. To better interpret the data model, we preserved 7 classes as 
stated in WP2 (Factory, Building, Line, System, Subsystem, Floor, Device) and added 5 
more (user, user_groups, group, measurement, measurement_type). Preserving security 
and privacy led us to create a model able to take over rights and access. This is the 
rationale of adding the classes user, user_groups, group. The traditional way to achieve 
this is using a pattern called role-based security. The idea is not just to have groups of 
users, but also groups of permissions. The way it works is that user groups have not 
only a list of users, but also a list of permissions assigned to them. Furthermore, a 
crucial addition for the data model architecture is both measurement and 
measurement type classes. Measurement class refers to the actual value a device might 
have while holding information of its type. On the other hand, measurement type 
shows information about the unit, retention, frequency, timeslot and source, which are 
properties that determine how to properly analyse the data. 

Figure 10 illustrates the ECOFACT Data Model. 

The data model documents and organizes data, how it is stored and accessed, and the 
relationships among different types of data. The model may be abstract or concrete, but 
always shows off the entities and their relations, attempting to keep the model 
independent from any specific uses or technology constraints. 
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Figure 10: ECOFACT Data Model 
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The ECOFACT Data Model comprises the following entities as main classes. 

user: contains information about the name of the logged in user while being identified 
by its primary id. 

 It may have at least 1 and possibly more user_groups. 

 
user_groups: contains information about user grouping while being identified by its 
primary id key and two foreign keys, userid and groupid. 

 It may have multiple users and groups or possibly 1 user and 1 group. 

 
group: contains information about different authentication profiles someone would 
have when given access to the data model. It is identified by its unique id, name and 
description. 

 It may have at least 1 and possibly more factories and user_groups. 

  
factory: contains information about the factory itself, like its name, code and 
description while being identified both by its primary id key and its foreign group_id key. 
Factory code has to be defined by 3 characters (Athenian Brewery -> ab, Arcelik -> arc, 
Tofas -> tof, Gullon -> gul) 

 It may have at least 1 and possibly more buildings. 
 It may have multiple groups or possibly 1. 

 
building: contains information about the building a factory belongs to, like its name, 
code and description while being identified both by its primary id key and its foreign 
factory_id key. Building code has to be defined by 3 characters (Plant1 -> pl1, Plant2 -> 
pl2, Plant3 -> pl3, Building1 -> bu1) 

 It may have at least 1 and possibly more floors and lines. 
 It may have multiple factories or possibly 1. 
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line: contains information about its name, code and description while being identified 
both by its primary id key and its foreign building_id key. Line code has to be defined by 
4 characters (e.g., Global. No related to a specific line -> glob, LINE 2 - Puffed cakes -> 
li02, LINE 4 - Sandwich and cereal bars -> li04, LINE 12 - Puffed cakes -> li12, LINE 13 - 
Puffed cakes -> li13) 

 It may have at least 1 and possibly more systems. 
 It may have multiple buildings or possibly 1. 

 
floor: contains information about its name and code while being identified both by its 
primary id key and its foreign building_id key. Floor code has to be defined by 2 
characters (ground floor -> 00, first floor -> 01, second floor -> 02, rooftop -> rt, 
basement -> -1, -2 etc) 

 It may have at least 1 and possibly more devices. 
 It may have multiple buildings or possibly 1. 

 
system: contains information about its name, code and description while being 
identified both by its primary id key and its foreign line_id key. System code has to be 
defined by 3 characters (climatizacion -> cli, Electrical systems -> ele, Security systems 
and presence -> sec, Other systems -> oth, Natural gas -> gas, Material inputs quantities 
-> mat, Productivity -> prd, Cost -> cst, Water use -> wat, Waste -> was, Production of 
scorza -> pos) 

 It may have at least 1 and possibly more subsystems. 
 It may have multiple lines or possibly 1. 
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subsystem: contains information about its name, code and description while being 
identified both by its primary id key and its foreign system_id key. 

 It may have at least 1 and possibly more devices. 
 It may have multiple systems or possibly 1. 

 
device: contains information about its name, code and description while being 
identified by its primary id key and two foreign keys, system and floor. Device code has 
to be defined by 8 characters (sens -> any type of comfort sensor. The variable will 
determine its measurement, flowm -> flow meter, va3v -> 3 vias valve, va2v -> 2 vias 
valve, heatex -> heat exchanger, pumpw -> pump for water movement, plc -> 
programmable logic controller, ven -> ventilator, meter -> meter, colec -> collector, 
ccatu -> cold coil air treatment unit, hcatu -> heat coil air treatment unit, hatu -> 
humidifying air treatment unit, ratu -> recovery air treatment unit, thpanel -> thermal 
panel, Pvpanel -> solar PV panel, aer -> aerogenerator, elecb -> electrical battery, Pvinv -
> photovoltaic inverter, hp -> heat pump, wt -> water tank, wat -> wattmeter, sca -> 
SCADA, mes -> MES, man -> Manual insertion) 

 It may have at least 1 and possibly more measurements. 
 It may have multiple floors or possibly 1. 
 It may have multiple subsystems or possibly 1. 
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measurement: contains information about its value while being identified by its 
primary id key and three foreign keys, timestamp, device and measurement_type. 

 It may have multiple devices or possibly 1. 
 It may have multiple measurement_types or possibly 1. 

  
measurement_type: contains information about its name, code, mu, retention, 
frequency and source while being identified by its primary id key. Measurement type 
refers to the data that describes other data, often called metadata, which is data that 
helps to sort and identify attributes of the information it describes. Measurement type 
code has to be defined by 7 characters (temp -> temperature, flow -> flow, pres -> 
pressure, humr -> relative humidity, occup -> occupancy / presence, tmfl -> flow 
temperature, tmre -> return temperature, power -> power, enerh -> heat energy, from 
flow meters, enerc -> cold energy, the flow meters sometimes provide this, enere -> 
electrical energy, curr -> current, volt -> voltage, freq -> frequency, gs -> go/stop signal, 
offset -> offset, temp -> temperature set-point (ptemp), see, vel -> velocity, mode -> 
mode, tempo -> output temperature, tempi -> input temperature, vol -> volumen, mas -
> flow mass, lux -> luxes level, tflow -> therml flow) 

 It may have at least 1 and possibly more measurements. 
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6 Compliance with standard ontologies 
An ontology is a set of concepts and categories in a subject area or domain that 
possesses the properties and relations between them. As an ontology, SAREF, consists 
of individuals, classes, attributes and relationships. Individuals are instances of objects. 
Classes represent a set of collections of objects. Attributes are the properties that an 
object may have. Relationships refer to the ways in which entities can be related to one 
another. 

The SAREF ontology is a shared model of consensus that facilitates the matching of 
existing assets in the smart applications domain. It is an Web Ontology Language with 
Description Logic( OWL-DL). This ontology is derived from ETSI standardization 
organization serving as a standard in ICT-enabled systems, applications and services. In 
the ECOFACT case there is a fitted extension of SAREF for the industry and 
manufacturing domain, the SAREF4INMA. This extension also makes use of the SAREF 
extension for building the SAREF4BLDG. 

 

 
Figure 11: SAREF4INMA overview (repeated here from Section 2 for facilitating the reader) 

 

Arrows with white triangles on top represent the rdfs:subClassOf relation between two 
classes. Directed arrows are used to represent properties between classes. 

This semantic representation helps in describing the layout of a factory and locating its 
equipment, as well as their properties. Starting from the top, Factory is a subclass of 
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Building, meaning it shares its attributes and relationships. It links to BuildingSpace with 
hasSpace relation. BuildingSpace might be of class Area or Site. This Area/Site contains a 
PhysicalObject. Each individual machine is represented by a ProductionEquipment, 
which is a subclass of saref:Device, which is in turn a subclass of s4bldg:PhysicalObject. 
In this manner we can follow and make sense of the rest of the ontology schema. 

Following the rest of the schema, it is possible to see classes that describe an item 
produced in a factory. This item is described with s4inma:Item class, subclass of 
saref:FeatureOfInterest class. An item is created exactly in one ItemBatch, which 
describes a uniform collection of items produced at a certain time using a certain 
production equipment. An ItemBatch consists of a set of items with similar properties, 
such as using a certain production line. An ItemBatch is a specialization of the more 
general Batch, which can be further specialized in a MaterialBatch. The difference 
between ItemBatch and MaterialBatch is that individual items can be traced in an 
ItemBatch, whereas it is not possible to exactly trace material in a MaterialBatch. 
BatchItems belong to ItemCategories that are in turn produced by 
ProductionEquipmentCategories. Measurements are related to individual items or 
batches. 

The table below maps the entities of the ECOFACT Data Model (Figure 10) to the entities 
of the SAREF4INMA (Figure 11). 

Table 5: Mapping ECOFACT Data Model to the entities of the SAREF4INMA 

ECOFACT 
Data Model 

SAREF4INMA e.g., in SAREF 

factory s4inma:Factory 
-- s4bldg:hasSpace 
 
s4inma:Site / s4inma:Area 

ex:City_plant 
  rdf:type s4inma:Factory ; 
  s4bldg:hasSpace ex:plant_Site_A ; 
  s4bldg:hasSpace ex:plant_Site_B ; 
ex:City_plant_A 
  rdf:type s4inma:Site ; 
  s4bldg:hasSpace 
ex:plant_Site_A_Area_1 ; 

  s4bldg:hasSpace 
ex:plant_Site_A_Area_2 ; 

building 

floor 

line s4inma:ItemBatch ex:ItemBatch1 
  rdf:type s4inma:ItemBatch ; 
  s4inma:consistsOfBatch 
ex:MaterialBatch1 ; 
  s4inma:consistsOfBatch 
ex:MaterialBatch2 ; 

  s4inma:hasIdentifier ex:f12321 ; 

system s4inma:ProductionEquipmen
t 

ex:CuttingMachine 
  rdfs:subClassOf 
s4inma:ProductionEquipment ; 
ex:CuttingMachine_1 
  rdf:type ex:CuttingMachine ; 
  s4bldg:isContainedIn 
ex:Welding_WorkCenter ; 
  s4inma:belongsToCategory 
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ex:ProdEquipCategory_1; 
  saref:hasFunction ex:CuttingFunction ; 

Subsystem s4inma:ProductionEquipmen
tFunction 

ex:CuttingFunction 
  rdfs:subClassOf  s4inma:ProductionEquip

mentFunction ; 

Device saref:Device ex:CuttingMachine_1TemperatureSensor1 

measurement s4inma:Measurement 
-- saref:hasValue  
-- saref:isMeasuredIn 

ex:CuttingMachine_1_Measurement_1 
  rdf:type s4inma:Measurement ; 
  saref:hasValue 145 ; 
  saref:isMeasuredByDevice 
ex:CuttingMachine_1TemperatureSensor1 
; 
  saref:isMeasuredIn 
<http://www.wurvoc.org/vocabularies/om-
1.8/degree_Celsius> ; 
  saref:relatesToProperty 
saref:Temperature; 

 

measurement
_type 

saref:Property ex: saref:Temperature; 
 

 

User, group and user_groups entities are omitted from the above table, because their 
usage lies on application level, authenticating and authorizing users and services 
accessing the ECOFACT platform. 
In SAREF, the factory is considered as a building. In that manner, semantically, a factory 
cannot have many buildings. Maybe this is also the case for ECOFACT, but if not, the 
ontology could be extended. Nevertheless, a factory can have many sites and areas, as 
described at the ontology schema above. These sites and areas can hold information 
regarding the location of the equipment in a factory, such as a floor or an area in a 
floor. These sites and areas contain ProductionEquipment matching system entity of 
proposed data model. Following through, the subsystem correlates to 
ProductionEquipmentFunction of SAREF, which has a more specific function of the 
machine. ProductionEquipment have saref:Devices measuring many properties, such as 
temperature. Accordingly, the ECOFACT data model contains device and 
measurement_type entities. Line (as for production line) or itemBatches of SAREF, 
“need” as described by SAREF, the productionEquipment. These itemBatches are also 
linked to categories better describing the purpose of the production lines.  
It is obvious that SAREF4INMA has come a long way in sufficiently specifying an ontology 
for the manufacturing domain. It has set a standard for categorization in many aspects, 
as well as describing the layout. SAREFizing the ECOFACT platform will enable users and 
services to query against data with SPARQL. SPARQL is the standard query language for 
the Semantic Web and can be used to query over large volumes of RDF data. This 
querying in a semantic manner provides analytics of associative and contextual nature. 
Semantic queries enable the retrieval of both explicitly and implicitly derived 
information based on syntactic, semantic and structural information contained in data. 
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7 Conclusion 
The deliverable has presented the ECOFACT Data Model design as a starting point for 
the communication among the platform modules and the schema that can be used for 
the ECOFACT hosting database. 

Initially the deliverable presented an overview of some available standards for data 
model design. The methodology for the data model design considered the efforts 
performed in WP3 (ERMS) and WP4 (Dynamic LCA/LCC) to define the data exchange flow 
among the software modules in each WP, as well the efforts in WP2 (Edge Control Layer) 
to define the name of exchanged messages for being used in the Edge Control Layer 
and in the ECOFACT platform. This exercise has led to the derivation of a number of 
entities, which led to the cornerstone of the ECOFACT Data Model. 

The ECOFACT Data Model is a set of concepts and categories in the subject area or 
domain of Industry and Energy that possesses the properties and relations between 
them. It consists of all required individuals, classes, attributes and relationships that 
relate to the concepts of factory, building, floor, line, system and subsystem, device, 
measurement. The ECOFACT Data Model is also evaluated against SAREF in terms of 
compliance and especially by complying with the fitted extension of SAREF for the 
industry and manufacturing domain, the SAREF4INMA. It is obvious that SAREF4INMA 
has come a long way in sufficiently specifying an ontology for the manufacturing 
domain. It has set a standard for categorization in many aspects, as well as describing 
the layout. SAREFizing the ECOFACT platform will enable users and services to query 
against data with SPARQL. SPARQL is the standard query language for the Semantic 
Web and can be used to query over large volumes of RDF data. This querying in a 
semantic manner provides analytics of associative and contextual nature. Semantic 
queries enable the retrieval of both explicitly and implicitly derived information based 
on syntactic, semantic and structural information contained in data. 
The main outcome of the ECOFACT Data Model is an ER Diagram that illustrates how 
entities relate one another. This diagram provides an abstract visualization from a 
relational database schema that can be used for the ECOFACT hosting database 
(Common Data and Knowledge Repository). An API will be implemented to give access 
to those data, using the same data model for communication. 

This deliverable documents the results of the first activities taken in Task 5.2 - APIs 
configuration and interoperable communication between platform modules. The data 
model design delivered in this document will be used by the other WP5 tasks, but also 
WP2, WP3, WP4 tasks, to develop the communication among the platform’s 
components and the data storage facilities, to be delivered until the end of the project. 
An updated version of the data model, with some refinements derived from the practice 
learnt during the various modules implementation and their integration under the 
ECOFACT platform, will be released in deliverable D5.3 that deals with the ECOFACT APIs 
for enabled service communication and the D5.7 and D5.8, which will report the fine 
tuning of the ECOFACT platform. 
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Annexes 
For the representation of the ECOFACT Data Model as an Entity Relationship (ER) 
Diagram, we used the dbdiagram.io (https://dbdiagram.io/home). 

This is a free, simple tool to draw ER diagrams by just writing code. It is designed for 
developers and data analysts. 

The code to build the model is as follows. 

//// -- LEVEL 1 
//// -- Tables and References 
 
// Creating tables 
Table group as G { 
id int [pk, increment] // auto-increment 
name varchar 
description varchar 
} 
 
Table user as U { 
id int [pk] // auto-increment 
name varchar 
password varchar 
} 
Table user_groups { 
id int [pk] 
userId varchar 
groupId varchar 
} 
Ref: user_groups.userId > U.id 
Ref: user_groups.groupId > G.id 
 
// Creating references 
// You can also define relaionship separately 
// > many-to-one; < one-to-many; - one-to-one 
// Ref: U.country_code > countries.code 
// Ref: merchants.country_code > countries.code 
 
//----------------------------------------------// 
Enum factory_code { 
  ab 
  arc 
  tof 
  gul 
} 
 

https://dbdiagram.io/home
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Table factory as F{ 
id int [pk] 
name varchar 
code factory_code 
description varchar 
groupId varchar 
} 
Ref: F.groupId > G.id 
 
Enum building_code { 
  pl1 
  pl2 
  pl3 
  bu1 
} 
 
Table building as B{ 
id int [pk] 
name varchar 
code building_code 
description varchar 
factoryId varchar 
} 
Ref: B.factoryId > F.id 
 

Enum linecode { 
  glob 
  li02 
  li04 
  li12 
  li13 
} 
 
Table line as L{ 
id int [pk] 
name varchar 
code linecode 
description varchar 
buildingId varchar 
} 
Ref: L.buildingId > B.id 
 
Enum floorcode { 
  00 
  01 
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  02 
  rt 
  minus1 
  minus2 
} 
 
Table floor { 
id int [pk] 
name varchar 
code floorcode 
buildingId varchar 
} 
Ref: floor.buildingId > B.id 
 
Enum systemcode { 
  cli 
  ele 
  sec 
  oth 
  gas 
  mat 
  prod 
  cost 
  wat 
  was 
} 
 
Table system{ 
id int [pk] 
name varchar 
code systemcode 
description varchar 
lineId varchar 
} 
Ref: system.lineId > L.id 
 

Table subsystem{ 
id int [pk] 
name varchar 
code varchar 
description varchar 
systemId varchar 
} 
Ref: subsystem.systemId > system.id 
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Enum devicecode { 
  sens 
  flowm 
  va3v 
  va2v 
  heatex 
  pumpw 
  plc 
  ven 
  meter 
  colec 
  ccatu 
  hcatu 
  hatu 
  ratu 
  thpanel 
  Pvpanel 
  aer 
  elecb 
  Pvinv 
  hp 
  wt 
  wat 
  sca 
  mes 
  man 
} 
 
Table device{ 
id int [pk] 
name varchar 
code devicecode 
description varchar 
systemId varchar 
floorId varchar 
} 
Ref: device.systemId > subsystem.id 
Ref: device.floorId > floor.id 
 
Table measurement{ 
id int [pk] 
value float 
timestamp timestamp 
deviceId int 
measurementTypeid int 
} 
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Ref: measurement.deviceId > device.id 
Ref: measurement.measurementTypeid > measurement_type.id 
 
Enum measurement_typecode { 
  temp 
  flow 
  pres 
  humr 
  occup 
  tmfl 
  tmre 
  power 
  enerh 
  enerc 
  enere 
  curr 
  volt 
  freq 
  gs 
  offset 
  vel 
  mode 
  tempo 
  tempi 
  vol 
  mas 
  lux 
  tflow 
} 
 
Table measurement_type{ 
id int [pk] 
name varchar 
code measurement_typecode 
mu varchar 
retention int 
frequency int 
source varchar 
} 
Enum device_code { 
awd 
aws 
awx [note: 'less than 20'] // add column note 
} 
//// -- LEVEL 2 
//// -- Adding column settings 
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// Table order_items { 
// order_id int [ref: > orders.id] // inline relationship (many-to-one) 
// product_id int 
// quantity int [default: 1] // default value 
// } 
 
// Ref: order_items.product_id > products.id 
 
// Table orders { 
// id int [pk] // primary key 
// user_id int [not null, unique] 
// status varchar 
// created_at varchar [note: 'When order created'] // add column note 
// } 
 
// //----------------------------------------------// 
 
// //// -- Level 3 
// //// -- Enum, Indexes 
 
// // Enum for 'products' table below 
// Enum products_status { 
// out_of_stock 
// in_stock 
// running_low [note: 'less than 20'] // add column note 
// } 
 
// // Indexes: You can define a single or multi-column index 
// Table products { 
// id int [pk] 
// name varchar 
// merchant_id int [not null] 
// price int 
// status products_status 
// created_at datetime [default: `now()`] 
 
// Indexes { 
// (merchant_id, status) [name:'product_status'] 
// id [unique] 
// } 
// } 
 
// Table merchants { 
// id int 
// country_code int 
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// merchant_name enum 
 
// "created at" varchar 
// admin_id int [ref: > U.id] 
// Indexes { 
// (id, country_code) [pk] 
// } 
// } 
 
// Table merchant_periods { 
// id int [pk] 
// merchant_id int 
// country_code int 
// start_date datetime 
// end_date datetime 
// } 
 
// Ref: products.merchant_id > merchants.id // many-to-one 
// //composite foreign key 
// Ref: merchant_periods.(merchant_id, country_code) > merchants.(id, country_code) 
 


